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" . . . 

The foundation of general relativity is that all these things are 

spinning and orbiting on geodesics. 

A geodesic in general relativity is the shortest path through this 

spacetime continuum. 

In addition to this phase symmetry tells us something else 

important about a geodesic: 

A geodesic, in phase symmetry, is a path where repulsive forces 

and attractive forces are evenly balanced (surroundings, where half the 

forces emanate from, must be considered). 

General relativity tells us that if you give an entity either linear 

or spin motion then this entity will assume the shortest path — a 

geodesic — through the existing spacetime continuum. 

Phase symmetry tells us, however, that wherever an entity is 

placed in this universe it will end up — on a geodesic — with a 

speed and spin where repulsive and attracting forces are 

equalized (surroundings, where half the forces emanate from, must be 

considered). 

Therefore, spin and orbit frequencies take place only to 

equalize attracting and repelling forces. 

This actually works in the microcosm too if you realize that you 

are now in a higher frequency spacetime realm and these entities 

are moving on geodesics in this new and different frequency 

http://www.amperefitz.com/phase.symmetry.b&w.pdf


spacetime realm: So phase symmetry tells us a lot more than 

general relativity does and it works in the microcosm too. 

Milo Wolff's scalar, spinning, standing wave, spacetime realm 

mandates that these spinning, standing wave entities move on 

geodesics. 

. . . " 
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